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• Abstract (300 words):
Art, architecture, cinematography, and media as urban images in motion concerning digitalization are discussed based on the images of a result, success, conquest, and projection that search for the spectacular, concrete, and imagined achievements related to the transformations of visual culture. Media, information, and communication technologies offering experiences to individuals in their urban reality construction choices are discussed, faced with the image's paradoxes in its figurative and abstract sense. Therefore, media presence is discussed based on the algorithmic rule, which directs society towards a significant paradigm change concerning new spaces and times for concrete experiences. The reflection on art, architecture, cinematography, and media delimits this interdisciplinary analysis in human sciences. The focus is the culture in its transformation related to urban visual and digital aspects based on the theories of perception and aesthetics about urban assemblages. Therefore, concrete and imagined urban experiences (Benjamin) are analyzed by assemblages and montages of fragmented images originated and influenced by cinematographic and animation languages to construct moving images. This study will also address an understanding in information and communication sciences about virtual realities and effects generated by the world wide web through hypermedia and multimedia (Nelson and Engelbart),
which impact social behavior (McLuhan, Deleuze, Bauman). However, what condition would the change of architecture be according to the configuration of the digital image? This question seeks answers in information sciences through the digital image by specific codification (Huffman) to optimize time-space versus the human perception and visual system. Finally, an interdisciplinary approach is proposed to explore the possibility that perception remains a hypothesis for the meaning of contemporary visual culture in its values and effects related to the fragments in connection and algorithmic rule in the imagined and concrete realizations of the urban image in motion.
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